BEOSOUND EDGE

Datasheet

Compact and
powerful wireless
speaker with
magical interaction.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Truly magical interaction
Beosound Edge is calibrated to read the
force of your touch, adjusting the volume
as you roll the speaker back and forth. A
gentle movement changes the volume
moderately. A stronger touch and the
change is more dramatic.
Accuracy at all volumes
A party and precision speaker all-in-one.
The innovative Active Bass Port design
ensures the output remains constantly
fine-tuned no matter the volume level.
Timeless circular design
Beosound Edge looks completely unlike
your average home speaker and more like
a contemporary art piece. On the outside,
aluminium craft is pushed to new levels
with the perfectly circular frame.
Intelligent interface
A speaker that feels your presence. As
you approach Beosound Edge, it comes
to life, lighting up the interface thanks to
proximity sensors. You can start, stop and
skip tracks with a simple tap on the touch
sensitive aluminium surface.
Directional sound
Beosound Edge delivers three directional
sound settings. Playing through either side
of the speaker will let you direct the sound
for a more intimate listening experience.
Selecting the True360 omnidirectional
mode will fill the entire room with sound.
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5 words:
Compact and powerful wireless speaker.
10 words:
Compact and powerful wireless speaker
with magical interaction.

deliver an outstandingly potent bass
when played loud and still play with
finesse and delicacy at lower volumes.
100 words:

Compact and powerful wireless speaker
with a timeless design, cutting edge
acoustic innovation and magical
interaction for a listening experience that
inspires the imagination. At its core, the
refined polished aluminium exterior hides
an acoustic masterpiece – the world’s
first Active Bass Port. This revolutionary
technology allows Beosound Edge to

Compact and powerful wireless speaker
with a timeless design, cutting edge
acoustic innovation and magical
interaction for a listening experience that
inspires the imagination. At its core, the
refined polished aluminium exterior hides
an acoustic masterpiece – the world’s
first Active Bass Port. This revolutionary
technology allows Beosound Edge to
deliver an outstandingly potent bass
when played loud and still play with
finesse and delicacy at lower volumes.
Interaction with Beosound Edge is truly
magical with a push either way from
Beosound Edge’s centre of gravity
controlling the volume. And looking
completely unlike your average home
speaker, the aluminium circle design has
the appearance of a contemporary art
piece.

Dimensions:
50.2 x 13 cm (Ø x W)

Weight:
13 kg

Materials:
Highly polished aluminium body
Black fabric covers

Designer:
Michael Anastassiades

Power amplifiers:
2 x 200 Watt (woofer)
4 x 100 Watt (midranges/tweeters)

Speaker drivers:
1 x 10” dual coil woofer
2 x 4” midrange
2 x 3/4” tweeter
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Compact and powerful wireless speaker
with a timeless design, cutting edge
acoustic innovation and magical
interaction for a listening experience that
inspires the imagination.
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TECH SPECS

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS:

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Cabinet principle:
Closed box / open port
CONNECTIVITY:

Wireless networks:
Wi-fi/WLAN 802.11 b/g/n/ac (2.4 GHz & 5 GHz)
Bluetooth 4.2
Connections:
Line-in (analogue & digital combo) with sensing
1 x Ethernet 10/100 Mbit/s

YOU MIGHT WANT TO KNOW:

COLOURS:

Streaming formats:
Chromecast built-in.
Apple AirPlay 2
Bluetooth Audio Streaming
DLNA - DMR
QPlay 2.0 (China specific)

In the box:
Beosound Edge
Quickstart guide

Multiroom:
Apple AirPlay 2, Chromecast and
BeoLink Multiroom technologies
are integrated and ready for you to
create a wireless Multiroom setup with
Beosound Edge.

Placement options:
Floor base
Wall mount

Base:

Covers:

Natural
Bronze

Remote control:
Beosound Essence Remote
Bang & Olufsen App

Black
Warm taupe
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